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Abstract
Rare K decays are an important testing ground of the electroweak flavour theory. They can
provide new signals of CP–violation phenomena and, perhaps, a window into physics beyond
the Standard Model. The interplay of long–distance QCD effects in strangeness–changing
transitions can be analyzed with Chiral Perturbation Theory techniques. Some theoretical
predictions obtained within this framework for radiative kaon decays are reviewed, together
with the present experimental status.
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1 Introduction
High–precision experiments on rare kaon decays offer the exciting possibility of unravelling new
physics beyond the Standard Model. Searching for forbidden flavour–changing processes1, 2 at
the 10−10 level [Br(KL → µe) < 3.3× 10−11, Br(KL → π0µe) < 3.2× 10−9, Br(K+ → π+µe) <
2.1 × 10−10, . . . ], one is actually exploring energy scales above the 10 TeV region. The study
of allowed (but highly suppressed) decay modes provides, at the same time, very interesting
tests of the Standard Model itself. Electromagnetic–induced non-leptonic weak transitions and
higher–order weak processes are a useful tool to improve our understanding of the interplay
among electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions. In addition, new signals of CP violation,
which would help to elucidate the source of CP–violating phenomena, can be looked for.
Since the kaon mass is a very low energy scale, the theoretical analysis of non-leptonic
kaon decays is highly non-trivial. While the underlying flavour–changing weak transitions
among the constituent quarks are associated with theW–mass scale, the corresponding hadronic
amplitudes are governed by the long–distance behaviour of the strong interactions, i.e. the
confinement regime of QCD.
The standard short–distance approach to weak transitions makes use of the asymptotic
freedom property of QCD to successively integrate out the fields with heavy masses down
to scales µ < mc. Using the operator product expansion (OPE) and renormalization–group
techniques, one gets an effective ∆S = 1 hamiltonian,
H∆S=1eff =
GF√
2
VudV
∗
us
∑
i
Ci(µ)Qi + h.c., (1)
which is a sum of local four–fermion operators Qi, constructed with the light degrees of free-
dom (u, d, s; e, µ, νl), modulated by Wilson coefficients Ci(µ) which are functions of the heavy
(W, t, b, c, τ) masses. The overall renormalization scale µ separates the short– (M > µ) and
long– (m < µ) distance contributions, which are contained in Ci(µ) and Qi, respectively. The
physical amplitudes are of course independent of µ; thus, the explicit scale (and scheme) de-
pendence of the Wilson coefficients, should cancel exactly with the corresponding dependence
of the Qi matrix elements between on–shell states.
Our knowledge of the ∆S = 1 effective hamiltonian has improved considerably in recent
years, thanks to the completion of the next-to-leading logarithmic order calculation of the
Wilson coefficients.3 All gluonic corrections of O(αns tn) and O(αn+1s tn) are already known,
where t ≡ log (M/m) refers to the logarithm of any ratio of heavy–mass scales (M,m ≥ µ).
Moreover, the full mt/MW dependence (at lowest order in αs) has been taken into account.
Unfortunately, in order to predict the physical amplitudes one is still confronted with the
calculation of the hadronic matrix elements of the quark operators. This is a very difficult
problem, which so far remains unsolved. We have only been able to obtain rough estimates
using different approximations (vacuum saturation, NC →∞ limit, QCD low–energy effective
action, . . . ) or applying QCD techniques (lattice, QCD sum rules) which suffer from their own
technical limitations.
Below the resonance region (µ < Mρ) the strong interaction dynamics can be better un-
derstood with global symmetry considerations. We can take advantage of the fact that the
pseudoscalar mesons are the lowest energy modes of the hadronic spectrum: they correspond
to the octet of Goldstone bosons associated with the dynamical chiral symmetry breaking of
QCD, SU(3)L⊗SU(3)R → SU(3)V . The low–energy implications of the QCD symmetries can
then be worked out through an effective lagrangian containing only the Goldstone modes. The
effective chiral perturbation theory4–7 (ChPT) formulation of the Standard Model is an ideal
framework to describe kaon decays.8, 9 This is because in K decays the only physical states which
1
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Figure 1: Evolution from MW to the kaon mass scale.
appear are pseudoscalar mesons, photons and leptons, and because the characteristic momenta
involved are small compared to the natural scale of chiral symmetry breaking (Λχ ∼ 1 GeV).
Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the procedure used to evolve down from MW to the kaon
mass scale. At the different energy regimes one uses different effective theories, involving only
those fields which are relevant at that scale. The corresponding effective parameters (Wilson
coefficients, chiral couplings) encode the information on the heavy degrees of freedom which
have been integrated out. These effective theories are convenient realizations of the fundamental
Standard Model at a given energy scale (all of them give rise to the same generating functional
and therefore to identical predictions for physical quantities). From a technical point of view,
we know how to compute the effective hamiltonian at the charm–mass scale. Much more
difficult seems the attempt to derive the chiral lagrangian from first principles. The symmetry
considerations only fix the allowed chiral structures, at a given order in momenta, but leave their
corresponding coefficients completely undetermined. The calculation of the chiral couplings
from the effective short–distance hamiltonian, remains the main open problem in kaon physics.
2 Chiral Perturbation Theory
In the absence of quark masses, the QCD lagrangian is invariant under independent SU(Nf )
transformations of the left– and right–handed quarks in flavour space [qL → gLqL, qR → gRqR,
gL,R ∈ SU(Nf )L,R]. This SU(Nf )L⊗SU(Nf )R chiral symmetry, which should be approximately
good in the light quark sector (u,d,s), is however not seen in the hadronic spectrum: although
hadrons can be nicely classified in SU(3)V representations, degenerate multiplets with opposite
parity do not exist. To be consistent with this experimental fact, the ground state of the
theory (the vacuum) should not be symmetric under the chiral group. The SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R
symmetry spontaneously breaks down to SU(3)L+R and, according to Goldstone’s theorem, an
octet of pseudoscalar massless bosons appears in the theory. The eight lightest hadronic states
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(π+, π−, π0, η,K+, K−, K0 and K¯0) are then identified with the Goldstone bosons of chiral
symmetry; their small masses being generated by the quark mass matrix, which explicitly
breaks the global symmetry of the QCD lagrangian.
The Goldstone nature of the pseudoscalar mesons implies strong constraints on their inter-
actions, which can be most easily analyzed on the basis of an effective lagrangian. Since there
is a mass gap separating the pseudoscalar octet from the rest of the hadronic spectrum, we
can build an effective field theory containing only the Goldstone modes. The quark and gluon
fields of QCD are replaced by a unitary 3× 3 matrix U(φ) ≡ exp(i√2Φ/f), incorporating the
pseudoscalar octet fields:
Φ(x) ≡
~λ√
2
~φ =


1√
2
π0 + 1√
6
η8 π
+ K+
π− − 1√
2
π0 + 1√
6
η8 K
0
K− K¯0 − 2√
6
η8

 . (2)
U ij(φ) parametrizes the Goldstone excitacions over the vacuum quark condensate 〈q¯jLqiR〉. Under
the chiral group, it transforms as U → gRUg+L .
To get a low–energy effective lagrangian realization of QCD, for the light–quark sector, we
should write the most general lagrangian involving the matrix U(φ), which is consistent with
chiral symmetry. The lagrangian can be organized in terms of increasing powers of momentum
or, equivalently, in terms of increasing number of derivatives:
Leff(U) =
∑
n
L2n . (3)
In the low–energy domain we are interested in, the terms with a minimum number of derivatives
will dominate.
The lowest–dimensional effective chiral lagrangian is uniquely given by
L2 = f
2
4
(
〈DµUDµU †〉+ 2B0 〈MU † + UM〉
)
, (4)
where f ≃ fpi = 92.4 MeV is the pion decay constant (to lowest order), 〈 〉 denotes the trace of
the corresponding matrix and the covariant derivative
DµU = ∂µU − irµU + iUlµ, (5)
accounts for the coupling to electromagnetism (and the weak gauge bosons),
rµ ≡ vµ + aµ = eQAµ + · · · lµ ≡ vµ − aµ = eQAµ + · · · (6)
with the charge matrix Q = 1
3
diag(2,−1,−1).
The second term in (4) is an explicit breaking of chiral symmetry due to the presence of
the quark mass matrix M = diag(mu, md, ms) in the QCD lagrangian. The parameter B0
(≃ − < u¯u > /f 2) relates the squares of the pseudoscalar meson masses to the quark masses,
B0 =
M 2pi+
mu +md
=
M 2K+
mu +ms
=
M 2K0
md +ms
. (7)
The effect of strangeness–changing non-leptonic weak interactions with ∆S = 1 is incorpo-
rated as a perturbation to the strong effective lagrangian Leff. At lowest order in the number
of derivatives, the most general effective bosonic lagrangian, with the same SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R
transformation properties as the short–distance hamiltonian (1), contains two terms:
L∆S=12 = −
GF√
2
VudV
∗
us
{
g8 〈λLµLµ〉 + g27
(
Lµ23L
µ
11 +
2
3
Lµ21L
µ
13
)
+ h.c.
}
, (8)
3
where the matrix Lµ = if
2U †DµU represents the octet of V −A currents, and λ ≡ (λ6− iλ7)/2
projects onto the s → d transition [λij = δi3δj2]. The chiral couplings g8 and g27 measure the
strength of the two parts of the effective hamiltonian (1) transforming as (8L, 1R) and (27L, 1R),
respectively, under chiral rotations. Their values can be extracted from K → 2π decays:10
|g8| ≃ 5.1 , |g27/g8| ≃ 1/18 . (9)
The huge difference between these two couplings† shows the well–known enhancement of the
octet |∆I| = 1/2 transitions.
Using the lagrangians (4) and (8), the rates for decays like K → 3π or K → ππγ can
be predicted at O(p2) through a trivial tree–level calculation. However, the data are already
accurate enough for the next–order corrections to be sizeable. Moreover, due to a mismatch
between the minimum number of powers of momenta required by gauge invariance and the
powers of momenta that the lowest–order effective lagrangian can provide,13–15 the amplitude
for any non-leptonic radiative K decay with at most one pion in the final state (K → γγ,K →
γl+l−, K → πγγ,K → πl+l−, . . . ) vanishes to O(p2). These decays are then sensitive to the
non-trivial quantum field theory aspects of ChPT.
At the one–loop level, corresponding to O(p4), we need to add to the effective lagrangian all
possible terms with four powers of momenta, satisfying the symmetry constraints. Each term
will introduce an additional coupling constant, not fixed by chiral symmetry. These constants
can be seen as remnants of the fundamental theory after quarks and gluons have been integrated
out; they contain both long– and short–distance information, and some of them (like g8) have
in addition a CP–violating imaginary part. Since the one–loop divergences are reabsorbed by
the O(p4) couplings, these constants will depend, in general, on an arbitrary renormalization
scale.
The complete list of O(p4) terms describing strong and electromagnetic interactions can be
found in ref. 5, where the numerical values of the corresponding couplings have been determined
using experimental information. Two of those terms are relevant for our purposes:
Lem4 = −ieL9F µν 〈QDµUDνU † +QDµU †DνU〉 + e2L10F µνFµν 〈UQU †Q〉+ · · · (10)
When combined with the lowest–order ∆S = 1 lagrangian, the couplings (10) give rise to
physical contributions to the various Kaon decays we are going to consider here.
Another source of O(p4) contributions comes from direct ∆S = 1 terms. Although the
complete list of possible chiral structures16–19 is rather long, only a few terms are relevant13–15
for the kind of processes we are going to discuss (radiative K decays with at most one pion in
the final state):
L∆S=1,em4 .= −
GF√
2
VudV
∗
us g8
{
− ie
f 2
F µν [w1 〈QλLµLν〉+ w2 〈QLµλLν〉]
+ e2f 2w4 F
µνFµν 〈λQU †QU〉 + h.c.
}
. (11)
3 K → πνν¯
The decay K+ → π+νν¯ is a well–known example of an allowed process where long–distance
effects play a negligible role.20–24 Thus, this mode provides a good test of the radiative structure
of the Standard Model. The decay process is dominated by short–distance loops (Z penguin,
† The O(p4) corrections11, 12 give a sizeable constructive contribution to the octet decay amplitude, which
results in a 30% smaller fitted value for |g8|.
4
W box) involving the heavy top quark, but receives also sizeable contributions from internal
charm–quark exchanges. The resulting decay amplitude,
T (K → πνν¯) ∼ ∑
i=c,t
F (VidV
∗
is; xi) (ν¯LγµνL) 〈π|s¯LγµdL|K〉 , xi ≡ m2i /M2W , (12)
involves the hadronic matrix element of the ∆S = 1 vector current, which (assuming isospin
symmetry) can be obtained from Kl3 decays. In the ChPT framework, the needed hadronic
matrix element is known at O(p4); this allows to make a reliable estimate of the relevant
isospin–violating corrections.25, 26
Summing over the three neutrino flavours and expressing the quark–mixing factors through
the Wolfenstein parameters27 λ, A, ρ and η, one can write the approximate formula:3
Br(K+ → π+νν¯) ≈ 1.93× 10−11A4 x1.15t
[
η2 + (ρ0 − ρ)2
]
; ρ0 ≈ 1.4 . (13)
The departure of ρ0 from unity measures the impact of the charm contribution.
With the presently favoured values for the quark–mixing parameters, the branching ratio is
predicted to be in the range3
Br(K+ → π+νν¯) = (9.1± 3.2)× 10−11 , (14)
to be compared with the present experimental upper bound28 Br(K+ → π+νν¯) < 2.4 × 10−9
(90% CL).
What is actually measured is the transition K+ → π++ nothing; therefore, the experimen-
tal search for this process can also be used to set limits on possible exotic decay modes like
K+ → π+X0, where X0 denotes an undetected light Higgs or Goldstone boson (axion, familon,
majoron, . . . ).
The CP–violating decay KL → π0νν¯ has been suggested29 as a good candidate to look for
pure direct CP–violating transitions. The contribution coming from indirect CP violation via
K0–K¯0 mixing is very small:29 Br|ε ∼ 5× 10−15. The decay proceeds almost entirely through
direct CP violation, and is completely dominated by short–distance loop diagrams with top
quark exchanges:3
Br(KL → π0νν¯) ≈ 8.07× 10−11A4 η2 x1.15t . (15)
The present experimental upper bound,30 Br(KL → π0νν¯) < 5.8 × 10−5 (90% CL), is still far
away from the expected range3
Br(KL → π0νν¯) = (2.8± 1.7)× 10−11 . (16)
Nevertheless, the experimental prospects to reach the required sensitivity in the near future look
rather promising.1, 2 The clean observation of just a single unambiguous event would indicate
the existence of CP–violating ∆S = 1 transitions.
4 KS → γγ
The symmetry constraints do not allow any direct tree–level K01γγ coupling at O(p
4) (K01,2 refer
to the CP–even and CP–odd eigenstates, respectively). This decay proceeds then through a
loop of charged pions as shown in Fig. 2 (there are similar diagrams with charged kaons in the
loop, but their sum is proportional to M2K0−M2K+ and therefore can be neglected). Since there
are no possible counter-terms to renormalize divergences, the one–loop amplitude is necessarily
finite. Although each of the four diagrams in Fig. 2 is quadratically divergent, these divergences
cancel in the sum. The resulting prediction,31, 32 Br(KS → γγ) = 2.0 × 10−6, is in very good
agreement with the experimental measurement:33, 34
Br(KS → γγ) = (2.4± 0.9)× 10−6 . (17)
5
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Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for K01 → γ∗γ∗.
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Figure 3: Feynman diagram for the decay
K01 → µ+µ−. The K01γ∗γ∗ vertex is gener-
ated through the one-loop diagrams shown
in Fig. 2
5 KL,S → µ+µ−
There are well–known short–distance contributions3 (electroweak penguins and box diagrams)
to the decay KL → µ+µ−. However, this transition is dominated by long–distance physics. The
main contribution proceeds through a two–photon intermediate state: K02 → γ∗γ∗ → µ+µ−.
Contrary to K01 → γγ, the prediction for the K02 → γγ decay is very uncertain, because the
first non-zero contribution occurs‡ at O(p6). That makes very difficult any attempt to predict
the KL → µ+µ− amplitude.
The situation is completely different for the KS decay. A straightforward chiral analysis
35
shows that, at lowest order in momenta, the only allowed tree–level K0µ+µ− coupling corre-
sponds to the CP–odd state K02 . Therefore, the K
0
1 → µ+µ− transition can only be generated
by a finite non-local two–loop contribution. The explicit calculation35 gives:
Γ(KS → µ+µ−)
Γ(KS → γγ) = 2× 10
−6,
Γ(KS → e+e−)
Γ(KS → γγ) = 8× 10
−9, (18)
well below the present (90% CL) experimental upper limits:36, 37 Br(KS → µ+µ−) < 3.2×10−7,
Br(KS → e+e−) < 2.8× 10−6. Although, in view of the smallness of the predicted ratios, this
calculation seems quite academic, it has important implications for CP–violation studies.
The longitudinal muon polarization PL in the decay KL → µ+µ− is an interesting measure
of CP violation. As for every CP–violating observable in the neutral kaon system, there are in
general two different kinds of contributions to PL: indirect CP violation through the small K01
admixture of the KL (ε effect), and direct CP violation in the K
0
2 → µ+µ− decay amplitude.
In the Standard Model, the direct CP–violating amplitude is induced by Higgs exchange
with an effective one–loop flavour–changing s¯dH coupling.38 The present lower bound on the
Higgs mass, MH > 66 GeV (95% CL), implies a conservative upper limit |PL,Direct| < 10−4.
Much larger values, PL ∼ O(10−2), appear quite naturally in various extensions of the Standard
Model.39, 40 It is worth emphasizing that PL is especially sensitive to the presence of light scalars
with CP–violating Yukawa couplings. Thus, PL seems to be a good signature to look for new
physics beyond the Standard Model; for this to be the case, however, it is very important to
have a good quantitative understanding of the Standard Model prediction to allow us to infer,
from a measurement of PL, the existence of a new CP–violation mechanism.
‡ At O(p4), this decay proceeds through a tree–level K02 → pi0, η transition, followed by pi0, η → γγ vertices.
Because of the Gell-Mann–Okubo relation, the sum of the pi0 and η contributions cancels exactly to lowest
order. The decay amplitude is then very sensitive to SU(3) breaking.
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The chiral calculation of the K01 → µ+µ− amplitude allows us to make a reliable estimate
of the contribution to PL due to K0–K¯0 mixing:35
1.9 < |PL,ε| × 103
(
2× 10−6
Br(KS → γγ)
)1/2
< 2.5 . (19)
Taking into account the present experimental errors in Br(KS → γγ) and the inherent theoret-
ical uncertainties due to uncalculated higher–order corrections, one can conclude that experi-
mental indications for |PL| > 5×10−3 would constitute clear evidence for additional mechanisms
of CP violation beyond the Standard Model.
6 K → πγγ
The most general form of the K → πγγ amplitude depends on four independent invariant
amplitudes15 A, B, C and D:
A[K(pK)→ π(ppi)γ(q1)γ(q2)] = ǫµ(q1) ǫν(q2)
{
A(y, z)
M2K
(
qµ2 q
ν
1 − q1 · q2 gµν
)
+
2B(y, z)
M4K
(
pK · q1 qµ2 pνK + pK · q2 qν1pµK − q1 · q2 pµKpνK − pK · q1 pK · q2 gµν
)
+
C(y, z)
M2K
ǫµνρσq1ρq2σ (20)
+
D(y, z)
M4K
[
ǫµνρσ (pK · q2 q1ρ + pK · q1 q2ρ) pKσ +
(
pµKǫ
ναβγ + pνKǫ
µαβγ
)
pKαq1βq2γ
]}
,
where y ≡ |pK · (q1 − q2)|/M2K and z = (q1 + q2)2/M2K . In the limit where CP is conserved,
the amplitudes A and B contribute to K2 → π0γγ whereas K1 → π0γγ involves the other two
amplitudes C and D. All four amplitudes contribute to K+ → π+γγ. Only A(y, z) and C(y, z)
are non-vanishing to lowest non-trivial order, O(p4), in ChPT.
Again, the symmetry constraints do not allow any tree–level contribution to K2 → π0γγ
from O(p4) terms in the lagrangian. The A(y, z) amplitude is therefore determined by a finite
loop calculation.14 The relevant Feynman diagrams are analogous to the ones in Fig. 2, but
with an additional π0 line emerging from the weak vertex; charged kaon loops also give a small
contribution in this case. Due to the large absorptive π+π− contribution, the spectrum in
the invariant mass of the two photons is predicted14, 41 to have a very characteristic behaviour
(dotted line in Fig. 4), peaked at high values of mγγ . The agreement with the measured two–
photon distribution,42 shown in Fig. 5, is remarkably good. However, the O(p4) prediction for
the rate,14, 41 Br(KL → π0γγ) = 0.67× 10−6, is smaller than the experimental value:42, 43
Br(KL → π0γγ) = (1.70± 0.28)× 10−6 . (21)
Since the effect of the amplitude B(y, z) first appears at O(p6), one should worry about
the size of the next–order corrections. A na¨ıve vector–meson–dominance (VMD) estimate44–47
through the decay chain KL → π0, η, η′ → V γ → π0γγ results48 in a sizeable contribution to
B(y, z),
A(y, z)|VMD = a˜V
(
3− z + M
2
pi
M2K
)
, B(y, z)|VMD = −2a˜V ,
a˜V ≡ −GF√
2
VudV
∗
us g8
M2Kα
π
aV , (22)
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Figure 4: 2γ-invariant-mass distribution for
KL → π0γγ: O(p4) (dotted curve), O(p6)
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Figure 5: Measured42 2γ-invariant-mass dis-
tribution for KL → π0γγ (solid line). The
dashed line shows the estimated background.
The experimental acceptance is given by the
crosses. The dotted line simulates the O(p4)
ChPT prediction.
with aV ≈ 0.32. However, this type of calculation predicts a photon spectrum peaked at low
values of mγγ , in strong disagreement with experiment. As first emphasized in ref. 48, there are
also so–called direct weak contributions associated with V exchange, which cannot be written
as a strong VMD amplitude with an external weak transition. Model–dependent estimates of
this direct contribution48 suggest a strong cancellation with the na¨ıve vector–meson–exchange
effect; but the final result is unfortunately quite uncertain.
A detailed calculation of the most important O(p6) corrections has been performed in ref. 49.
In addition to the VMD contribution, the unitarity corrections associated with the two–pion
intermediate state (i.e. KL → π0π+π− → π0γγ) have been included.49, 50 Fig. 4 shows the
resulting photon spectrum for aV = 0 (dashed curve) and aV = −0.9 (full curve). The corre-
sponding branching ratio is:
Br(KL → π0γγ) =


0.67× 10−6, O(p4),
0.83× 10−6, O(p6), aV = 0 ,
1.60× 10−6, O(p6), aV = −0.9 .
(23)
The unitarity corrections by themselves raise the rate only moderately. Moreover, they produce
an even more pronounced peaking of the spectrum at large mγγ , which tends to ruin the
success of the O(p4) prediction. The addition of the V exchange contribution restores again the
agreement. Both the experimental rate and the spectrum can be simultaneously reproduced
with aV = −0.9. A more complete unitarization of the π–π intermediate states,51 including the
experimental γγ → π0π0 amplitude, increases the KL → π0γγ decay width some 10%, leading
to a slightly smaller value of |aV |.
For the charged decay K+ → π+γγ, the sum of all 1–loop diagrams gives also a finite
O(p4) amplitude A(y, z). However, chiral symmetry allows in addition for a direct tree–level
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contribution proportional to the renormalization–scale–invariant constant15
cˆ = 32π2
[
4 (L9 + L10)− 1
3
(w1 + 2w2 + 2w4)
]
. (24)
There is also a contribution to C(y, z), generated by the chiral anomaly.15 Since cˆ is unknown,
ChPT alone cannot predict Γ(K+ → π+γγ); nevertheless, it gives, up to a twofold ambiguity,
a precise correlation between the rate and the spectrum. Moreover, one can derive the lower
bound15 Br(K+ → π+γγ) ≥ 4× 10−7.
From na¨ıve power–counting arguments one expects cˆ ∼ O(1), although cˆ = 0 has been
obtained in some models.48 The shape of the z distribution is very sensitive to cˆ and, for
reasonable values of this parameter, is predicted15 again to peak at large z due to the rising
absorptive part of the ππ intermediate state. The preliminary results of the BNL-E787 exper-
iment52, 53 show indeed a clear enhancement of events at large z, in nice agreement with the
theoretical expectations.
A recent analysis of the main O(p6) corrections,54 analogous to the one previously performed
for the KL decay mode,
49, 50 suggests that the unitarity corrections generate again a sizeable
(∼ 30–40%) increase of the decay width.
7 K → πl+l−
In contrast to the previous processes, the O(p4) calculation of K+ → π+l+l− and KS → π0l+l−
involves a divergent loop, which is renormalized by the O(p4) lagrangian. The decay amplitudes
can then be written13 as the sum of a calculable loop contribution plus an unknown combination
of chiral couplings,
w+ = −1
3
(4π)2 [wr1 + 2w
r
2 − 12Lr9]−
1
3
log
(
MKMpi/µ
2
)
,
wS = −1
3
(4π)2 [wr1 − wr2]−
1
3
log
(
M2K/µ
2
)
, (25)
where w+, wS refer to the decay of the K
+ and KS respectively. These constants are expected
to be of O(1) by na¨ıve power–counting arguments. The logarithms have been included to
compensate the renormalization–scale dependence of the chiral couplings, so that w+, wS are
observable quantities. If the final amplitudes are required to transform as octets, then w2 = 4L9,
implying wS = w+ +
1
3
log (Mpi/MK). It should be emphasized that this relation goes beyond
the usual requirement of chiral invariance.
The measured K+ → π+e+e− decay rate determines13 two possible solutions for w+. The
two–fold ambiguity can be solved, looking to the shape of the invariant–mass distribution of
the final lepton pair, which is regulated by the same parameter w+. A fit to the BNL–E777
data55 gives
w+ = 0.89
+0.24
−0.14 , (26)
in agreement with model–dependent theoretical estimates.48, 56 Once w+ has been fixed, one can
predict13 the rates and Dalitz–plot distributions of the related modes K+ → π+µ+µ−, KS →
π0e+e− andKS → π0µ+µ−. The preliminary value Br(K+ → π+µ+µ−) = (5.0±0.4±0.6)×10−8,
reported at this workshop by the BNL-787 experiment,52 is in excellent agreement with the
theoretical prediction9 Br(K+ → π+µ+µ−) = (6.2 +0.8−0.6)× 10−8.
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8 KL → π0e+e−
The rare decay KL → π0e+e− is an interesting process in looking for new CP–violating signa-
tures. If CP were an exact symmetry, only the CP–even state K01 could decay via one–photon
emission, while the decay of the CP–odd state K02 would proceed through a two–photon inter-
mediate state and, therefore, its decay amplitude would be suppressed by an additional power
of α. When CP violation is taken into account, however, an O(α) KL → π0e+e− decay ampli-
tude is induced, both through the small K01 component of the KL (ε effect) and through direct
CP violation in the K02 → π0e+e− transition. The electromagnetic suppression of the CP–
conserving amplitude then makes it plausible that this decay is dominated by the CP–violating
contributions.
The short–distance analysis of the product of weak and electromagnetic currents allows a
reliable calculation of the direct CP–violating K02 → π0e+e− amplitude. The corresponding
branching ratio has been estimated to be:3
Br(KL → π0e+e−)
∣∣∣
Direct
= (4.5± 2.6)× 10−12. (27)
The indirect CP–violating amplitude induced by the K01 component of the KL is given
by the KS → π0e+e− amplitude times the CP–mixing parameter ε. Using the octet relation
between w+ and wS, the determination of the parameter ω+ in (26) implies
Br(KL → π0e+e−)
∣∣∣
Indirect
≤ 1.5× 10−12. (28)
Comparing this value with (27), we see that the direct CP–violating contribution is expected
to be bigger than the indirect one. This is very different from the situation in K → ππ, where
the contribution due to mixing completely dominates.
Using the computed KL → π0γγ amplitude, one can estimate the CP–conserving two–
photon exchange contribution to KL → π0e+e−, by taking the absorptive part due to the
two–photon discontinuity as an educated guess of the actual size of the complete amplitude.
At O(p4), the KL → π0e+e− decay amplitude is strongly suppressed (it is proportional to me),
owing to the helicity structure of the A(y, z) term:15, 57
Br(KL → π0γ∗γ∗ → π0e+e−)
∣∣∣
O(p4)
∼ 5× 10−15. (29)
This helicity suppression is, however, no longer true at the next order in the chiral expansion.
The O(p6) estimate49 of the amplitude B(y, z) gives rise to
Br(KL → π0γ∗γ∗ → π0e+e−)
∣∣∣
O(p6)
∼
{
0.3× 10−12, aV = 0 ,
1.8× 10−12, aV = −0.9 . (30)
Thus, the decay width seems to be dominated by the CP–violating amplitude, but the
CP–conserving contribution could also be important. Notice that if both amplitudes were
comparable there would be a sizeable CP–violating energy asymmetry between the e− and the
e+ distributions.44, 47, 58
The present experimental upper bound,59
Br(KL → π0e+e−)
∣∣∣
Exp
< 4.3× 10−9 (90%CL), (31)
is still far away from the expected Standard Model signal, but the prospects for getting the
needed sensitivity of around 10−12 in the next few years are rather encouraging.1, 2
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To be able to interpret a future experimental measurement of the decay rate as a (direct)
CP–violating signature, it is first necessary, however, to pin down more precisely the actual size
of the three different components of the decay amplitude. Some possible improvements are:
• The size of the indirect CP–violating amplitude in eq. (28) uses the octet relation be-
tween w+ and wS. Although consistent with this assumption, the explicit calculations
of those chiral couplings56 do not exclude sizeable deviations which could imply a larger
contribution to the decay amplitude. A more reliable estimate is then required.60
• Ameasurement of Br(KS → π0e+e−) would directly determine the size of the indirect CP–
violating amplitude. To bound this contribution below 10−12, one needs an experimental
upper bound on theKS branching ration below 3×10−10, to be compared with the present
value61 Br(KS → π0e+e−) < 3.9× 10−7 (90% CL).
• A careful fit to the KL → π0γγ data, taking the experimental acceptance into account,
would allow to extract the actual value of aV , and fix the absorptive contribution to the
CP–conserving amplitude. A better understanding of the dispersive piece44, 47, 58, 62 is also
needed.
9 The Chiral Anomaly in Non-Leptonic K Decays
The chiral anomaly also appears in the non-leptonic weak interactions. A systematic study
of all non-leptonic K decays where the anomaly contributes at leading order, O(p4), has been
performed in refs. 63 and 64. Only radiative K decays are sensitive to the anomaly in the
non-leptonic sector.
The manifestations of the anomaly can be grouped in two different classes of anomalous
amplitudes: reducible and direct contributions. The reducible amplitudes arise from the con-
traction of meson lines between a weak non-leptonic ∆S = 1 vertex and the Wess–Zumino–
Witten functional.65, 66 In the octet limit, all reducible anomalous amplitudes of O(p4) can
be predicted in terms of the coupling g8. The direct anomalous contributions are generated
through the contraction of the W boson field between a strong Green function on one side and
the Wess–Zumino–Witten functional on the other. Their computation is not straightforward,
because of the presence of strongly interacting fields on both sides of the W . Nevertheless,
due to the non-renormalization theorem of the chiral anomaly,67 the bosonized form of the
direct anomalous amplitudes can be fully predicted.68 In spite of its anomalous origin, this
contribution is chiral invariant. The anomaly turns out to contribute to all possible octet terms
of L∆S=14 proportional to the εµναβ tensor. Unfortunately, the coefficients of these terms get
also non-factorizable contributions of non-anomalous origin, which cannot be computed in a
model–independent way. Therefore, the final predictions can only be parametrized in terms of
four dimensionless chiral couplings, which are expected to be positive and of order one.
The most frequent anomalous decays K+ → π+π0γ and KL → π+π−γ share the remarkable
feature that the normally dominant bremsstrahlung amplitude is strongly suppressed, making
the experimental verification of the anomalous amplitude substantially easier. This suppression
has different origins: K+ → π+π0 proceeds through the small 27-plet part of the non-leptonic
weak interactions, whereas KL → π+π− is CP violating. The remaining non-leptonic K decays
with direct anomalous contributions are either suppressed by phase space [K+ → π+π0π0γ(γ),
K+ → π+π+π−γ(γ), KL → π+π−π0γ, KS → π+π−π0γ(γ)] or by the presence of an extra
photon in the final state [K+ → π+π0γγ, KL → π+π−γγ].
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10 Summary
Rare K decays are an important testing ground of the electroweak flavour theory. With the
improved experimental sensitivity expected in the near future, they can provide new signals of
CP–violation phenomena and, perhaps, a window into physics beyond the Standard Model.
The theoretical analysis of these decays is far from trivial due to the very low mass of
the hadrons involved. The delicate interplay between the flavour–changing dynamics and the
confining QCD interaction makes very difficult to perform precise dynamical predictions. For-
tunately, the Goldstone nature of the pseudoscalar mesons implies strong constraints on their
low–energy interactions, which can be analyzed with effective lagrangian methods. The ChPT
framework incorporates all the constraints implied by the chiral symmetry of the underlying
lagrangian at the quark level, allowing for a clear distinction between genuine aspects of the
Standard Model and additional assumptions of variable credibility usually related to the prob-
lem of long–distance dynamics. The low–energy amplitudes are calculable in ChPT, except for
some coupling constants which are not restricted by chiral symmetry. These constants reflect
our lack of understanding of the QCD confinement mechanism and must be determined experi-
mentally for the time being. Further progress in QCD can only improve our knowledge of these
chiral constants, but it cannot modify the low–energy structure of the amplitudes.
It is important to emphasize that the experimental verification of the chiral predictions does
not provide a test of the detailed dynamics of the Standard Model; only the implications of the
underlying symmetries are being proved. The dynamical information is encoded in the chiral
couplings. Thus, one needs to derive those chiral constants from the Standard Model itself, to
actually test the non-trivial low–energy dynamics. Although this is a very difficult problem,
the recent attempts done in this direction look quite promising.
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